Swamp Rabbit Trail & TreeFrog Trail: Breazeale Farm

**Option A:** (9520 ft or 1.80 mi) From gravel parking lot at Churchill Circle (open Fri-Sun only) take SRT N to X w/ TreeFrog Trail ➔ take R on TreeFrog (natural surface) ➔ continue across boardwalk/bogwalk to Reedy River ➔ continue N along river to X w/ SRT near Brushy Ck bridge ➔ take L back to Churchill Trailhead.

**Option B:** (8350 ft or 1.58 mi) (end to end): Start at Churchill Circle (S end), or Parkins Mill Rd at I-85 (N end). From Churchill to Brushy Ck is paved; Brushy Ck to I-85 is compact gravel dust.

P — Picnic Area (please leave no trace)
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